McQuail, Edgar - power to consumers
Mittel - 'textualist assumption'
'Frameworks familiar to the audience'
'Fulfill expectations predictably but
satisfyingly'

Altman - 'ritual approach'

Genre Theory

genres reinforce the status quo

Ideological approach

Westerns - Indians = communist threat

Iconography - costumes, sets, stars
'fantasy of
classlessness
in agrarian
setting'

American Dream mythology
Little Man / Immigrant's trajectory

Kitses - 'Antinomies'

Origins - Edison cartel 1908
MPPC illegal 1915

Studio System

Origins - Fennimore Cooper, frontier sagas

Economic Control - E Coast
Creative Control - W Coast
only Big 5 owned cinemas but majority were small, independent
Competition in production:
Co-operation in distribution

Individual vs Community
Nature vs Culture
West vs East

Golden Age 1939 - 1960s
Tonto vs Lordsburg

Big Five - MGM, Paramount,
Warner Bros, 20th C Fox, RKO
Little Five - Columbia, Universal
United Artists

Iconic landscape
Stereotype characters
Anti-capitalist?

vertical integration - investment
from Wall St

Westerns

Stagecoach, Ford, 1939

block booking
maximisation of profits >
widest possible audience

zoning

Economics

clearance system
Central producer
standardised product

Producer-unit 1930s

directors = manual labour
making individual films
More power to Director

Gender - Westerns as a masculine genre
Race - historical time consistency
Colonial era, / Frontier era / Post-war

Modes of Production

white centrality rather
than white supremacy

High Noon, Zinneman, 1952

Package-unit 1955

Decline - replaced by cop movies / sci-if / road movies ?

Paramount Decrees 1948

HISTORY

'unscrupulous
individuals
overreaching,
aggression'

No 'assurance of exhibition'
All films had to be marketed
Quality over Quantity

Divorcement
Gangster hero antithesis of Western hero
Selfish rather than Altruistic, anti-women

Hollywood moves from
Production -> Distribution

'individuals who choose to profit from crime'

1948 decision reversed 1985

Wall St Crash 1929 > loss of faith in
respectable business

Independent production ->
Greater power for Stars
1930s 'glamorised servitude'
1950s James Stewart - 50% profits
Winchester '73

Prohibition > blurred boundaries of crime

Stars

Frustration of class / racial origins >
life of crime, audience sympathy

1930s - Many studio bosses
liberals / Democrats (not MGM)
1940s Witch-Hunts > Blacklisting
HUAC Hearings, McCarthy

Breaches limits of aggression > loss of sympathy

Politics

GENRES
Gangsters

New Hollywood

Directors (Lucas, Spielberg, Coppola)
new moguls of Hollywood

Hero not evil - fails to recognise limits

Little Cesar, LeRoy, 1930

Vietnam
1960s Green Berets 1968
1970s Deer Hunter, Cimino, 1978
Appocolypse Now, Coppola, 1979
1960s counter-culture >
Polarisation in cinema

BOOK 2
Hollywood

Warner Bros dominated gangster movies

Tensions
between
Indivdual
and
Society

Low budget until Bonnie and Clyde, Penn, 1967
first epic gangster films
organised crime as part of US power structure
centrality of origins and family

Auteur theory - Godard, Truffaut, Renoir
Cahiers du Cinema, Bazin, Sarris
Personal vision, recognisable style

The Godfather, Coppola, 1972

dichotomy in attitude to women

Author as artist

US - Hawks, Hitchcock, Ray
Authorship

Wollen - Signs and Meanings

Recent films expand genre with new
ethnic groups / rivalries

Author as structure

Director as 'unconscious catalyst'
Director as co-ordinator
Director = 'executive producer'

'women in
straitened
financial
circumstances'

Author as agency
early career in UK

Origins - 19thC emotional extremes,
'breathtaking reversals of fortune'
'bourgeois tragedy'

arrived Hollywood 1939
Warner Bros 1950s - psychological thrillers
'some films are slices of life: mine are slices of cake'

Constraints of conformity

exchange idea - transfer of guilt.
Catholic upbringing

Strands

Fallen woman (1930s)
Maternal melodrama (1930s)

tension between character and narrator
blatant intrusions of technique

Master of form and technique
Hitchcock

DIRECTORS

Now, Voyager, Rapper, 1942

suspense, comedy and romance
cinematic - looking, seeing, reacting

Rear Window, 1954

Parent / child relationship
Cult of domesticity
Romance is secondary
Positive attitude to psychiatry

story told in visual terms
narration and 'optical subjectivity'

Literature by women, for women

Melodrama

Smoking as liberation

voyeurism and spectatorship
Mulvey - Hitchcock and women
distinctive directorial style
recurring thematic pre-occupations
Donald Sirk

consistent world view
Spielberg
Jaws, 1975

Trenchant criticism of
white patriarchal attitudes
Family unit challenged, disrupted, reconfigured
Artistic zenith - opulent visions of
the affluent society

Coen Bros
Melodrama in 1950s

Colour and widescreen formats
New home on television
'Most durable and universal of the genres'
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Often Italian
or Irish

